Interaction describes a range of processes. A previous "On Modeling" article presented models of interaction based on the internal capacity of the systems doing the interacting.
message) from the preprogrammed set. While we can automate sequences of existing commands, we can't ask for something novel. If our software application does anything novel, we file a bug report! In Shannon's model, how can we say something novel to one another? The answer is, we can't. It's not designed for that. We need the capacity for new messages to be generated and the resultant understanding confirmed or denied. We call interaction with these capacities "conversation. " Only in conversation can we learn new concepts, share and evolve knowledge, and confirm agreement. To describe how this works, we draw on the cybernetic models of conversation theory and Gordon Pask, because they are based on a deep study of human-to-human and human-to-machine interaction and because of their prescriptive power.
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What Is the Process of Conversation?
Conversation at its simplest takes place when participants perform these tasks:
1 Open a channel When participant A sends an initial message, the possibility for conversation opens. For conversation to follow, the message must establish common ground; it must be comprehensible to participant B.
2 Commit to engage Participant B must pay attention to the message and then commit to engaging with A. Such a commitment may amount to nothing more than continuing to pay attention. For conversation to persist, the commitment must be symmetrical, and either side may break off for any reason, at any time. Put another way, each participant must see value in continuing the conversation, which offsets the personal cost of being engaged: what we call the "bio-cost, " or the energy, time, attention, and stress required. 3 Construct meaning Conversation enables us to construct (or reconstruct) meaning, including meaning that is new to the destination. Conversation theory has a highly detailed model that we must leave to other descriptions though it is useful even in this skeletal form.
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Messages are composed with topics or distinctions that are already shared, on the basis of prior conversation or shared contexts, such as common language and social norms. Participant A uses the message channel to convey what these topics are and how they are distinct from one another (descriptive dynamics), along with a kind of "glue" that explains just how these topics interact to make up the new concept (prescriptive dynamics). Participant B "takes all this in" and "puts it all together" to reproduce A's meaning (or something close enough).
This can occur because, first, the descriptive and prescriptive dynamics come together to express an inherent coherence for the concept-they fit together like gears in a watch and only in a limited way or ways. Second, the human nervous system has evolved especially to make sense of the messages that arrive.
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This "meaning making" (the taking all this in and putting it all together) is a mini AHA moment, every time we "get" what someone is saying. 6 4 Evolve Participant A or B (or both) are different after the interaction. Either or both hold new beliefs, make decisions, or develop new relationships, with others, with circumstances or objects, or with themselves.
Here we define an "effective conversation" as an interaction in which the changes brought about by conversation have lasting value to the participants.
Figure 1 Shannon's Model of Communication
A message flows from an information source through a transmitter that encodes a signal. The communication channel, shown as the tiny square box subject to noise, conveys the signal to a receiver, which decodes the signal into a message that is delivered to a destination. 6 Act or Transact Sometimes one or more of the participants agrees to perform an action as a result of, and beyond, the conversation that has taken place. For example, they may agree to play a game together or enter into a relationship. Or they may agree to an exchange, as when money is traded for a product or service.
Info
Thus we have a simplified description of conversation. All of us experience breakdowns in conversations; it is near miraculous that we understand each other at all. But if you comprehend this, the process of conversation is working right now.
What Does Conversation Offer?
Conversation enables participants to:
1 Learn We learn a great deal via conversation, including conversations with ourselves. We learn highly valuable life lessons, for example, ways to avoid being run over by a bus. At an opposite extreme, what we learn might seem simple: Our partner prefers drinking noncarbonated, room-temperature water; registering a credit card on a website saves time when buying airline tickets. Trivial as these examples may seem, learning basic things may save time later, freeing our future attention for other, less trivial, things. This is a valuable benefit of interactions that have memory and that evolve into relationships.
Coordinate
We spend a great deal of time with others not merely synchronizing ("You've arrived, so let's start!"), but also coordinating our actions in ways that are mutually beneficial. Anytime we negotiate one favor for another, we use conversation to reach an agreement to transact:
Figure 2 Conversation for Agreement
As a result of conversation, participants agree on their understanding of a concept in that they share a similar model, and they believe that they agree. In practice, society is a complex market of coordination based in conversation. Money is often used in the transaction, but not always. Subsets of the population agree to perform some actions (grow food, manufacture products, educate children, enforce the law) paid for by others who are free to do what they do, for (hopefully) mutual benefit. Individuals and society become more efficient by coordinating work. This frees resources for other activities-including the design of more efficient products and services, in a recursive and generative process-which supported the Industrial Revolution. Conversation is the primary mechanism for complex human social coordination. It is a highly effective form of bio-cost reduction and therefore an engine of society.
3 Collaborate Coordination of action assumes relatively clear goals, but many times social interaction involves the negotiation of goals. (Horst Rittel believed this to be a fundamental challenge of design 6 .) We may want to eat together, but one of us prefers Italian food, while the other doesn't want to spend too much or listen to opera while eating. Or, we need to redesign our Web service but have conflicting demands for features, quality of experience, and development time. Or we would like to see a more equitable healthcare system. Conversation is a requisite for agreeing on goals, as well as for agreeing upon, and coordinating, our actions.
Figure 3 Conversation to Coordinate
Participant B agrees to trade an action for payment from participant A. B performs the action and confirms that his action has created the correct result. A confirms her goal is achieved and compensates B as agreed. Compensation may be monetary, return of favor, barter, etc.
?
Conversation to agree on actionthat you will act to achieve my goal; in exchange, I will compensate you. 
Types of Participants
A human participant in conversation is usually a single person, although Pask suggests additional possibilities. 7 Conversations may take place between groups. For example, different political parties, religious groups, or nations interact with each other-they send messages, commit to engage (or not), evolve each other's beliefs, and sometimes lead to transactions such as trade or war.
Similarly, we often have internal conversationsconversations with ourselves. I explore alternative perspectives, exchange points of view, come to a stable viewpoint about a belief or action (or, when I can't, remain conflicted)-all inside my own mind.
We generate new ideas by combining old topics in new ways. This is important to interaction design because we spend so much time in front of screens talking to ourselves. Interaction design is as much about connecting humans across the murky "Internet cloud" (fostering community and conversation) as connecting an individual with his or her own capacity to explore what is possible and generate new possibilities (supporting internal conversations).
Why Does Conversation Matter?
Conversation matters to any community of interest (including our community of a single mind), but nowhere is the value of conversation more clear than in commerce, because commerce cannot flourish, or even exist, without conversation.
But many products and services, on the Web and off, connect individuals for broader reasons. Social networks such as Facebook and LinkedIn match two ends of a channel for mutual benefit, whether or not money changes hands. Sometimes what occurs is a sharing of interests, ideas, or even intimacy. But in all these cases, conversation is required.
Summarizing, conversation is infrastructure for commerce because: -Long-term success means ongoing commerce. -Ongoing commerce needs ongoing trust. -Ongoing trust is built via ongoing relationships. -Ongoing relationships are built via agreeing on goals and actions. -Agreeing on goals and actions is possible only through effective conversation. So, effective conversation is essential to commerce.
What Can Designers Do?
If conversation is important to "users, " we should explicitly model conversation as we design. Here are four broad proposals:
View every user (persona) as a participant in a conversation, and every scenario as a conversation to define or achieve one or more goals. Use models of conversation to make design decisions, such as:
1 What channel is being opened to begin the conversation? Is the interruption reasonable in how and when it intrudes? What is the bio-cost of the intrusion relative to its benefit? Are there better ways to interrupt? 2 Is the first message clear? Does it offer something to the recipient? Yes, this product suits me.
Requirements for conversation
I accept your price and terms; here is my payment.
Invest in design of conversations via prototyping:
1 For stakeholders: Build trust and value for employees, shareholders, clients, partners, competitors, and communities of interest. 2 Inside the organization: Instill coevolution as the process for understanding the market, defining and delivering the offering, and increasing customer satisfaction and shareholder value. 3 Across organizational and cultural boundaries: Explore a "marketplace of ideas. "
The Impact
Imagine a design movement that takes conversation seriously. Could it create a revolution? The Industrial Revolution harnessed physical machines to extend and enhance our muscles. The Information Revolution harnessed virtual machines to extend and enhance our nervous systems. A "Conversation Revolution" would harness the existing infrastructure of physical machines and virtual machines to create a mesh out of "networks of objects" and networks of individuals and organizations. Such a mesh would enhance coordination and collaboration and create wealth by introducing new efficiencies. It would also expand opportunities to generate new knowledge.
Imagine a search engine designed for effective conversation, with all the knowledge on the Web participating. We would no longer be focused on "search, " nor would we be using an "engine. " What should it be called? Who will build it first? 
